
Some additional notes in relation to the theme and keywords of your open call. 
 
 
(1) Community 
 
Virgil’s Aeneid is a Roman epos about the founding of a glorious empire. During the fall of Troy Aeneas 
got the divine mission to escape the defeated city with a group of refugees in order to establish a new 
Troy in Italy: Rome. In other words: the Aeneid is an epos about how a small community became “the 
model of all usurpation that history would know would be built” (O.Bouman).  
The epos was a commission of the Roman emperor Augustus himself. In accordance to the wishes of 
Augustus Virgil’s Aeneid is generally understood as a prophesy of the splendid history of Rome and 
the Roman people, culminating in the time of Augustus, when peace would reign and a new Golden 
Age was to begin. 
 
 
(2) Socially engaged art. 
 
This is how the Aeneid was conceived for centuries: a laudation to the might of the Roman Empire and 
the authority of the Roman emperor, the Pax Romana. However, in the 20th century this traditional 
view started to be questioned and criticized. 
 
For example the quote by C.Connolly (pseudonym Palinurus) in note 28 of his book The Unquiet 
Grave (1944): “Virgil knew the cost of Empire; the cost in suffering, and the cost to conscience and to 
so many graceful things. That he knew the cost his poem shows so clearly that it has lately been 
thought to be a savage attack on Augustus and autocracy. (W.F. Jackson Knight , Cumaean Gates p. 
168; 1936)” And then, further in the same note: “The Palinurus passages are so charged with 
haunting images and golden cadences as to suggest that Virgil has identified himself with his pilot.” 
So Virgil, like his helmsman Palinurus, deserted secretly. Albeit in a concealed way to save his own 
life.  
 
This ‘other-voice’ approach to the Aeneid was taken up by the so called Harvard School of Virgilian 
critics in the USA in the mid-1960s. S.I.Harrison: “These critics tended to hold that the poem 
presented a pessimistic view alongside the surface glory of Aeneas and Rome, ‘a public voice of 
triumph and a private voice of regret’. The dark side of political success and the cost of imperialism, 
a cost felt by victor as well as victim, was the essential message - the plot of the Aeneid is ‘a long 
history of defeat and loss.’“  
 
Although the debate of the two voices can no longer be called current it is still essential to any 
interpretation of the Aeneid. “The most common terms are optimistic/pessimistic; 
European/Harvard; objective/subjective; Augustan/anti-Augustan; and imperialist/pacifist.” 
(H.Slaney). My own unmistakably subjective approach of the Aeneid had, and still has, a non-
dogmatic socially engaged anti-imperialist character: pessimistic and anti-Aeneas/Augustus, with 
more focus on the minor characters as Dido, Palinurus, the Sibylla and Camilla. These figures and 
their adventures are more inspiring to me and my work than the protagonist with his lofty ambitions 
and the idealism he stands for. 
 
The German classicist V.Poeschl - although more of the optimistic than pessimistic school - has pointed 
out that in all parts of the Aeneid light is overshadowed and in the darkness light breaks through, 
which can be traced back to the classical endeavour to achieve a harmonic balance between 
opposites. For me this endeavour has been an important criterion for the social engagement not only 
of Palinuro, but also for my affiliated elaborations and sequels at present. 



(3) The collective experience and consciousness of celebrations, rituals and myths.  
 
Also the subject matter of the epos was an idea of the emperor himself, when he commissioned Virgil 
to write the Aeneid. Aeneas was a demigod, son of a goddess and a human being. Regarding himself 
as a descendant of Aeneas, the emperor attributed to himself a divine origin. In fact the ‘pro-Augustan’ 
aspects of the epos are only based on a fictional elaboration of a secondary mythical story in Homeros’ 
Iliad. This means that the Aeneid is an invented, personal myth, a myth imposed from above and with 
its own symbolism, all to legitimize Augustus’ divine prestige and regime. As such the epos is in my  
opinion not a very inspiring work. Neither for myself nor for the art.  
However, the Aeneid is a poem, a work of art and not an artistic treatise or manifesto. Virgil 
accomplished the assignment as a poet, not as a propagandist or bootlicker and that is why the Aeneid 
is a very ambiguous work. Once W.Epson said: “in great poetry (...) there is always an appeal to a 
background of human experience which is all the more present when it cannot be named.” And that  
is exactly what happens behind the so-called public voice of the Aeneid. 
 
I always have been attracted more to the secondary characters and antagonists of Vergil’s main work, 
than to the protagonist and his highbrow kindred circle. When I was re-reading certain passages of 
the Aeneid in the context of The C of Scylla I discovered that my preference for antagonists and 
tritagonists had originated from the fact that in these characters the very vital spirit of an old and 
fascinating tradition is brought back to life. They take us back into what R.D.Williams called “the 
shadowy distances of ancient mythology and folk-lore, and thus helps to establish the atmosphere of 
awe and mystery which Virgil seeks”. And this is exactly what the Dido, Palinurus, the Sibylla, Camilla 
and other minor character passages do. 
The Golden Bough, the Gates of Sleep, the celebrations and rituals in crucial and key passages around 
the minor characters are steeped in ancient myths, not only the more classic ones, but - and for me 
much more inspiring - those of the ancient Minoan, Mycenaean, Anatolian and Mesopotamian world. 
Book VI - the most important book of the Aeneid as it is the transition from the ‘Odyssey’ to the ‘Iliad’ 
part of the Aeneid - is situated in the woods and around the lake of Averno next to Cuma in Italy. For 
the ancient Romans and Greeks the mythical Lake Averno (Aornos) was the entrance to the 
Underworld. (And Scylla/Skylla a seamonster that had to be avoided at all costs.) 
 
 
(4) The sea and elements of the landscape, including the Aegean region, as an element of unity and 
separation. 
 
The protagonist of the Palinurus project and the closet drama The C of Scylla is the chief helmsman of 
Aeneas. And in a way also in the sequel Et in Utopia as in this work Palinurus’ ward Helena Neaira is in 
search of his dead body and shade. After being  killed in Italy by the sea monster Scylla, the seaman’s 
body had been brought back by dolphins to the beach of Velia (the Roman name for the ancient Greek 
city Elea) and after finally being buried there the cape was named after him. Also in Helena Neaira’s 
Song, being a spin-off of Et in Utopia, the helmsman can be seen as a ‘back-stage’ protagonist.  
 
According to Ciryl Connolly Virgil in fact makes use of two (Greek-Roman) doubles: Phrontis- Palinurus, 
the helmsman who falls into the sea, Elpenor-Palinurus, the shade of an unburied corpse in the 
Underworld, and as a third double Misenus-Palinurus as a cape-christener. (Capo Miseno at Cuma next 
to Naples and Punta di Palinuro next to Velia in southern Italy.) Connolly also says: “With the sea - age-
old symbol of the unconscious - his relations were always close and harmonious, and not until he 
reaches land is he miserably done to death.” There is much to say about this aspect, but to put it 
briefly: in my works based on my personal myth about Palinurus the ‘passionate forces’ (Poeschl) of 
the sea and the elements of the landscape are always an element of unity and separation. For the 



iconographic/geographic side of the visual aspect of the work and its content and for the more hidden, 
sometimes allegoric meaning of the work. 
 
It is not unimportant, maybe, to point out that the sea and the elements of the landscape used in my 
video work from 1989 cover the whole area of so-called Magna Graecia: Aegean Sea, Ionian Sea, 
Tyrrhenian Sea. As my story of the closet drama and its sequels and spin-offs go from Troy via the 
west-end of Sicily to the west-coast of Italy, Helena Neaira’s Song contains images of the sea and 
landscapes from inter alia Naxos, Delos, Sicily, Calabria and Campania. With regard to the content of 
the work both as a closet drama, as well as sequel and spin-off, it is also important to remember that 
already in the Minoan and Mycenaean period there was a strong connection between the Greek world 
and Cuma. And also Scylla, where ‘the sea is deep as the sky is high’. 
 
 
(5) Co-creation, collective action and participation. 
 
As already said before, the myth of Palinurus has been the subject of an international cross-
departmental project of master and postdoc students of an academy of fine arts, a university 
dramaturgy department and the conservatory in Amsterdam. And something about the question what 
these students could learn from my work as a historic work of speculative art. 
It was a great surprise for me that the subject matter of my approach was able to strike a chord with 
these young people, generally more than fifty years younger to me and coming from all over the world 
- from America, Europe, the Middle East and Africa. 
I think myths are ideally suited to connect and unite different people - different in terms of origin and 
age and what I like to call their unconscious ‘unknown shores’. The result of the collective operatic 
digital shorts after my work by the students was an unmistakable proof of that. 
So let us listen to and act upon the statement and ‘open’ call of the Italian writer and publisher Roberto 
Calasso (1941-2021): ‘Myth is a story. The only way to move deeper into the world of the myth is to 
tell the stories again and again’. 
 
 

(NdK, Amsterdam, 7.02.2022) 


